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CCMU Tribal Vehicle Funding FAQ 
1. Do tribal grantees have to submit two separate invoices for vehicle purchases and vehicle 

modifications?  

- No, there is one invoice template that will be used for all purchases each quarter.  

2. Can grantees use excess funds toward a down payment for another CCMU vehicle?  

- In partnership with DHCS, use of excess funds will be approved on a case-by-case basis. 
Please inform your grantee liaison if you have excess funds you would like to use for 
additional funding.  

3. Are grantees allowed to change the type of vehicle they will be purchasing from what is placed 
on the Statement of Work?  

- If your organization would like to change the type of vehicle you are purchasing, please 
inform your grantee liaison. Approval will be on a case-by-case basis.  

4. Will a recording of the Tribal Vehicle Data Webinar be made available?  

- Yes, the recording is also available on the CCMU grantee portal at BuildingCalHHS.com or 
you can access it HERE.   

5. Do we have the option to purchase used vehicles with CCMU funds?  

- Yes, you can use CCMU funds to purchase used vehicles.  

6. Are grantees obligated to submit mileage, usage, maintenance reports for each CCMU vehicle 
purchased?  

- Grantees are requested to keep internal documentation regarding vehicle usage, including 
mileage and maintenance costs. These internal documents must be made available upon 
request of AHP or DHCS.  AHP will provide a list of metrics that must be reported quarterly. 
These metrics do not include specific mileage and maintenance cost information.    

7. Can outreach include community events such as health fairs, county fairs, city festivals, etc.?  

- Yes, any event where behavioral health staff utilize the vehicles to promote their 
organizations services are considered outreach.  

8. Can CCMU vehicles be utilized to travel to training events for behavioral health staff? 

- The primary use of these vehicles is to provide crisis and non-crisis behavioral health services 
to individuals in the community.   

https://www.infrastructure.buildingcalhhs.com/ccmu/
https://us06web.zoom.us/rec/share/Oo6e8fy-GFq_TLF2yz9KEpk5fYEHrOkEe-X6Y98K50uSrS0YfZttC9DYne36EJXu.5ZBbDInrRrSBf97H?startTime=1688056204000
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